Abstract
Introduction
Digital audio players, whether implemented in hardware or software, are widely available and popular for storing and playing digital audio content. Their deployment has resulted in large amounts of music content becoming highly portable, and so has changed the way and on what platforms individuals consume and exchange prerecorded music. A digital audio player often has functions that allow a user to enjoy digital audio content in different ways. These functions may include playback, record, forward, reverse, skip, random play, and repeat. The next steps in the evolution of digital music are in areas of interactivity and communication. Users want to aggregate a diversity of appliances in various ways to access, share, and interact with multimedia content. To do this involves technologies that enable users to directly operate on digital media in real time in order to augment it and communicate it.
Existing digital audio players generally do not provide any audio content manipulation or interactivity functions, such as mixing, scratching, fading, reverse play, and looping. These functions are provided by specialized DJ turntables, and are used to create audio content for subsequent distribution via some type of media or for live events. They are generally designed to be used by an individual performer and are not readily usable by groups of performers to construct spontaneous collaborative audio sessions, especially if the collaborators are not in the same physical location. An interactive digital audio device will enable multiple users to join in spontaneous, interactive audio sessions via a networked environment. This paper addresses the technologies of such a system by describing a novel device called the DJammer shown Figure 1 . The name is a composite of the words DJ and jam session. Other wearable networked instruments have been prototyped [1] , [2] . What is new about the DJammer with respect to multimedia and wearable computing is that it provides the following:
1.
It allows mobile users to interact with the digital music presented to them.
2.
It allows users to augment music contents through a digital realization of music scratching.
3. It permits the resulting augmented music to be recursively communicated by streaming to other DJammer users allowing further augmentation and streaming.
4. It is capable of being aggregated into sessions with other dissimilar devices allowing sharing of music. This paper describes the technologies embodied in the DJammer followed by a description of the DJammer device platform and use model. The paper concludes with a discussion of extensions to the DJammer including relevant service opportunities.
DJammer technologies
Exploring the idea that "turntables have become the new electric guitar" [3] and building on top of current MP3 players and state of the art communication, we invented the DJammer [4] . The DJammer enables its users to interact and perform "live-remix" just as with DJ turntables. It does this with digital music by using optical and motion sensors, and adds the ability to share the experience with their friends in real-time. A session with one or more DJammers enables their users to create music and digitally re-mix together in real-time, hence the term jamming. The DJammer redefines how people think about MP3 since they need not simply passively listen to prerecorded content.
DJammer users interact with digital music, for example streamed from their MP3 players, and share through communication in real-time the new experience with their friends. To do this, technologies have been devised and implemented to support interaction with digital music stream, session management, device aggregation and communication. In addition to the technologies being individually interesting, the system they can create is very important. Although an individual DJammer may be used alone as an entertainment device, when used together in groups or with dissimilar appliances capable of multimedia support, a complete multimedia communication environment is formed using both emerging and existing communication infrastructure.
Interactivity and digital scratching
Scratching using a turntable is done by manually turning the turntable platter to produce tempo and pitch effects as a function of the DJ's technique. Other manipulations can include looping, echo, filter, reverse play, and generating special sound effects [5] . These techniques are learned, and like other forms of musical performance, they involve method and skill which improve with practice. There are academies that specialize in this form of musical instruction [6] . Latest trends have been to modify CD players so that they may be scratched like a turntable [7] or to connect a turntable to a PC with extra hardware to scratch MP3 files using the turntable [8] , [9] . Also on the market is a portable device that allows the user to scratch prerecorded audio by pressing buttons on the unit while shaking it. It uses scratching patterns preset into the unit [10] .
With the DJammer, we go several steps further. We bring the DJ functionalities into portable MP3 players while also offering new interfaces to control scratching and other functions such as crossfading. These interfaces make use of sensors, as described in the following section, to control digital algorithms running on the portable player. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the functionalities supported by the prototype DJammer. Virtual turntables are formed by combining functional blocks performing Audio Decode, Pitch Control, Scratching, and Equalization. Pitch Control allows speeding up, or slowing down, the audio stream at a constant rate, for example ±110% of the normal rate. This functionality is implemented using a high-quality sampling rate conversion library optimized for our platform [11] .
Scratching, referred to as Pitch Transposition, is also done using a sample rate conversion routine, except that in this case the pitch varies at a much faster rate, similar to the rate defined by the DJ's hand spinning the record. The speed at which the pitch varies requires a more optimized sample rate conversion routine than for the Pitch Control in order to allow real-time processing. This is implemented using linear interpolation, which does not compromise the quality of the music.
Crossfading between the two Virtual Turntables is implemented linearly, allowing the user to control how much of the signal coming from one Virtual Turntable should be mixed with the other.
The Cue Switch allows one Virtual Turntable to be patched to one output channel of the headset, while the other is playing the main track, enabling the DJ to search for audio cues in a given channel before mixing.
Other possible instantiations of the DJammer exist and are open for research. For example, more than two virtual turntables may be mixed together, and other types of processing may be introduced, such as Pitch Scaling (changing the pitch of a signal without changing its length), and Time Scaling (changing the length of a signal without changing its pitch).
Sensors for interactivity
The ideal DJammer interface allows the digital DJ to control the scratching in a way such that technique and skill contribute to the final effect, similar to the turntable platter. In our current DJammer prototype, a 2D optical sensor and a 3D motion sensor were chosen. The 2D optical sensor utilizes the location pointing device commonly found in optical computer mice, and is based on an autocorrelation method described in a patent [12] . These devices use a 2D active pixel array to capture an image of a surface having a statistically random surface texture. The fibers making up a sheet of paper is a good example of such surface texture. As the imaging device moves, frames are captured and autocorrelated at a high rate from one frame to the next in order to derive a 2D motion vector. Like a turntable, the optical sensor has no motion or travel range limits. The DJ can move it over large surfaces, as well as over clothing or other objects. The buttons on the mouse add an extra control in the form of mode or "shift" keys that can be used for special effects. Using the fingers as the imaged surface has excellent performance, both because of a fine level of control due to finger dexterity, and because skin has substantial surface texture. Most optical mice have a fixed focus mechanically set by the plastic mouse housing. Fingers pressed against the opening to the imaging device will tend to extrude skin through the opening, thus defocusing the skin surface to the point where it cannot be imaged properly. Taping a thin piece of glass, such as a microscope slide cover slip, over the opening as shown in Figure 3 will preserve the focus on the surface of a finger.
Whatever surface is used, the optical sensor is capable of detecting touch, relative position, motion, and acceleration. These events are mapped to pitch changing parameters in the scratching algorithms.
The 3D accelerometer is an inexpensive micro machined device intended for the hard disk market to detect motion and shock. It is a triple axis accelerometer having on each axis a lower frequency limit below 1 Hz and a typical sensitivity of about 1.8 mV/g making it useful for detecting human motion. It is ideal for the DJammer in that it can be used to allow scratching based on dancing with, shaking, or striking the DJammer much as a musician might use percussion instruments. Acceleration in X, Y, or Z can produce events that are mapped to pitch changing parameters in the scratching algorithms. Composite motion such as circular acceleration can also be detected. The accelerometer is built into the DJammer unit itself, and is used by moving the entire device. This opens up many creative opportunities, for example exploiting mobility and wearability, by strapping the DJammer onto one's ankle, or using it while riding in a vehicle. Table 1 shows the mapping of the accelerometer and optical sensor events to scratching parameters in the prototype unit. Motion in the optical sensor's Y direction causes scratching events to occur, with the pitch left at a point determined by the final relative Y axis position when motion stops. Pressing a button on the optical sensor case, for example a mouse button, causes the pitch to be set to zero or a user defined value. The accelerometer events cause the pitch to be set downwards proportional to the X axis acceleration. This supports a "grab and shake" or striking motion usage. In all cases without any further events the pitch monotonically returns to normal pitch at a rate set by a configuration parameter. This rate could be set by a currently unused sensor axis, such as the optical X axis. Many of the currently unused sensor output combinations and buttons could be mapped to reflect the user's preferences, such as volume and balance controls, scrolling though music selections, or special sound effects. Future versions of the DJammer will use these to produce a greatly enhanced range of scratching, composing and synthesized effects. 
DJammer device platform
The DJammer prototype has been built on top of a research platform called the SmartBadge that is used to evaluate media, sensor, and power management technology in wearable and mobile systems. It is based on one of a series of context aware wearable platforms called the SmartBadges which have been developed by Hewlett Packard Laboratories, the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology, and the University of Wollongong [13] . The SmartBadge is being used in a number of sensor evaluation studies and in algorithm development for biometrics, agents and services that will exploit location and environment data provided by the on board sensors. The technology in the SmartBadge can be incorporated into a variety of wearable platforms for communication, information and entertainment applications as well as in larger mobile and fixed platforms such as automobiles and buildings. Schematic diagrams of all the SmartBadge platforms are available [14] and can be used as a basis for one's own design. Figure 4 shows the organization of the current SmartBadge used as the DJammer prototype. It is a 64 mm × 115 mm card that integrates a microcontroller and memory system with a rich collection of sensors and communication capabilities. An Intel SA-1110/SA-1111 StrongARM processor chipset is used which provides a good balance of cost, I/O capability, and system power requirements. The memory system is very flexible as it allows for either low power SRAM and/or SDRAM to be used based on the system requirements. Systems using small memory footprint operating systems and applications can get by with only using the low power SRAM, increasing battery life. The DJammer uses Linux as its operating system with 64 Mbytes of SDRAM. The SmartBadge platform allows the designer to use off the shelf 144 pin SDRAM modules intended for laptop PCs. The designer can choose the correct amount of memory to be provided while also exploiting commodity pricing for the modules. Circuitry on the SmartBadge handles the interface of the 64 bit data bus from the 144 pin modules to the 32 bit StrongARM, which must be done carefully and used with memory module SPD data to correctly initialize all the SDRAM structures the module may support.
In addition to the motion sensors used in the current DJammer application, there are also analog transducers for temperature and humidity on both sides of the device, and a single sensor for light detection. Having temperature and humidity sensors on both sides allow wearable applications to measure these parameters on both the side facing the wearer, and the side facing away. The SA-1111 provides USB host capability, and is used to connect the DJammer's optical interface. Having USB host capability is very useful for other sensors and I/O devices such as cameras, button pads and displays. All of these sensing capabilities are under investigation for use in future DJammer devices to enrich the experience further.
The stereo audio codec is controlled by software, and can be programmed to sample up to 43.2 KHz making it very suitable to capture and play high quality audio. Other sampling rates to support transcoding or other codecs are also possible. The normal mode to directly listen to the output of the DJammer is through headphones. Shared audio in the DJammer application is typically streamed in and out of the device wirelessly, but direct audio input is also possible from a microphone or line device like a CD player. The microphone input is especially useful for voiceover. Audio algorithm optimizations on the SmartBadge platforms have been studied for both sampling rate conversion and energy efficiency [15] and these algorithms have been incorporated into the DJammer software. available radios for networking and communication into provided PCMCIA, compact flash and USB slots. As all of these connection points are provided, it is possible to accommodate wireless wide area, local area and personal area connectivity at the same time. In addition to communication, the infrared and RF capabilities provide a means to determine location. The DJammer prototype uses 802.11B wireless LAN connectivity for communication during jamming sessions with multiple devices.
Low power consumption and the ability to aggressively manage power consumption was a central design goal. The current SmartBadge platform typically operates under 0.60 Watts without the radio card at processor clock rates of about 200 MHz, and 1.2 Watts including the 802.11B radio card (PCMCIA Orinoco gold card running at 3.3V). Power for the DJammer is provided by two lithium-ion polymer batteries of 1.0Ah each connected in parallel (Danionics DLP 305590). All power supply circuits needed to operate the DJammer are part of the SmartBadge hardware. Battery life is about 5 hours of use which implies continuous transmitting. The entire DJammer unit with batteries and radio weighs 8 oz. A photo of the DJammer hardware platform is shown in Figure 5 .
The DJammer application has several software components, all running under Linux. The Linux operating system for the SmartBadge platform is freely available on the internet [16] . Two other components are libraries also available on the Internet: MAD [17] for MP3 support and the UCL Common Multimedia Library [18] for RTP support. All other components were implemented for the SmartBadge platform, including the SIP and SDP libraries.
Use model

Device aggregation
The DJammer can be used individually by a single person, but it is through device aggregation that the DJammer can provide rich methods of use. By aggregation we mean the combination of multiple devices into an application where they work in a coordinated way and where the action of one can contribute to the others. Aggregation involves integrating the devices into sessions in such a way that they can be managed. In conjunction with aggregation, these devices must have the ability to communicate. These traits represent required components of multimedia communication systems, especially wearable ones that are expected to operate across diverse devices and networks. The DJammer supports these traits through the incorporation of session management using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [19] , audio compression and streaming, and wireless communication that can support high quality audio streaming. 
3-axis accelerometer
Details of how multimedia sessions are constructed using the DJammer are addressed in [11] . DJammer applications exploit SIP to allow users to invite other participants to engage in networked jam sessions. Through the DJamming application, the users control who may join a session, and how the aggregation will behave as participants enter and leave. Because of the network independence properties of the constructed sessions, participants can be connected via wide area, local area or personal area networks simultaneously. For example, a group of DJammer users can invite and share the output of their interactive session with a group of listeners on a collection of cell phones, PDAs, or any other device that can support the media type and is networked. Because of this, the functionality of the DJammer is extended from that of an interactive music device to a future multimedia communication device capable of aggregating multiple devices together where the action of each contributes to the whole. Figure 6 shows a user in a jam session with the prototype DJammer. A DJamming session is constructed by using an application to control how participants find each other, join a jam session, and how the DJammer streams and processes media. Interfaces to the SIP protocol layers, sensors, audio system and wireless communication are provided by software on the DJammer, allowing the application to orchestrate how the DJamming session behaves. As the application is loaded and runs like any other Linux program, the application designer concentrates on how to create the user interface, customize the scratching behavior, and conduct the session. This is ideal because as with other musical instruments, how the device behaves to enhance the skill and preferences of the performer and musical genre are important.
The next two sections describe how a user establishes an audio session and jams with another user. Figure 7 illustrates an example process for using SIP to establish connectivity between multiple users in preparation to start a collaborative music session. SIP is used to find participating devices, and to set up network connectivity between them in a manageable way, for example by allowing users to join and leave the session at will, and by passing relevant network and session information to other application components.
Establishing session connectivity
The user of a first DJammer establishes connectivity for an audio session by selecting additional users from a list. The list can contain identifiers of known individuals, or could be a dynamic list of available participants currently connected to the network. SIP defines a number of optional servers to enable such things as request and response forwarding, device registration, and to handle redirecting of messages to mobile devices.
The SIP server processes the request in accordance with the SIP protocol by transmitting an invitation to join the session to another DJammer. The response indicates whether or not this device is able to participate in a collaborative audio session, and is returned via the server to the first DJammer. If the response indicates that the second DJammer has been located and has accepted the invitation to participate in the session, an interactive audio jam session via the communication network can be started. The SIP server may facilitate the initiated collaborative audio session by setting up a connection between the players or performing other session management functions such as allowing more individuals to join, or indicating when a specific user becomes available to be invited. Note that if advanced features of SIP, such as location registration, are not needed, the SIP protocol allows the digital audio devices to operate in an ad-hoc network and set up a SIP session among themselves.
A collaborative audio session
After an application establishes connections to other devices using SIP, the users then start the actual interactive music and jamming session. Ideally, the application that controls how music is interacted with is separate from SIP. This is advantageous in that any application can be downloaded and run on the DJammer, and still exploit session management provided by SIP. Figure 8 illustrates an example collaborative audio application between two DJammers. The first DJammer obtains an audio stream from an internal storage device or from an external source. The user may now interact with the audio stream, for example by scratching, remixing and listening to the result. When a second DJammer is incorporated into a session using SIP, the application now provides the original audio source stream to the second DJammer as well as the first. Both users then scratch the original audio, and send the result back to each other as a second stream. Each DJammer then mixes the locally scratched stream with the scratched stream from the other user to produce a final output using the two audio paths as shown in Figure 2 . Variations on this example application are infinitely possible, and are only limited by the creativity of the application writer, and the bandwidth of the network. Different DJammers can directly control each other, or have different mappings of sensor events to pitch adjustment reflecting the skill or performance requirements of different users. Finally, because sessions are controlled by SIP, applications can send the final remixed output to any audio capable device that can be included in a SIP connected session such as instant messaging programs, smart phones or PDAs.
Discussion and conclusion
The prototype DJammer was first demonstrated at the 2002 Linux World Expo in San Francisco. A live digital jamming session was implemented using off-the-shelf wireless solutions, such as 802.11B, IP technology for streaming (RTP/RTCP), and session management via SIP. Real-time MP3 decoding of audio-streams, along with scratching controlled by the optical sensor and on-board accelerometer were demonstrated, as well as streaming to another DJammer device and a CISCO 7960 IP phone.
Since this first demo, additional functionalities have been implemented. For example, a DJammer can now aggregate directly to any Microsoft Windows Messenger, and any desk or cell phone using a SIP-PSTN gateway.
A significant contribution of the DJammer is in showing one way that multimedia will be used as a communication modality. Interaction with real time media streams can not only change how people will create and consume music, but how they will composite it with other media such as video and speech. The DJammer also shows how this compositing can occur across multiple devices, including dissimilar devices on heterogeneous networks both wired and wireless. For this sort of technology aggregation to occur, an application needs to be able to manage devices in sessions in an orthogonal way. The use of SIP in the DJammer provides this media, device and network independence allowing DJamming sessions to be created, shared and controlled. It also gives the application writer a consistent session management interface, facilitating program development and creating opportunities for novel DJammer interactive applications and services.
The DJammer device itself can take on future embodiments that are more visually and ergonomically appealing. One such device concept proposed is shown in Figure 9 . A modular design allows a choice of user interfaces, connectivity options and physical form factors permitting a wide range of use models and preferences. Various DJ user interfaces may be implemented with buttons, wheels, knobs, similar to currently available MP3 players, and DJ digital turntables, or with sensors such as optical sensors to analyze the finger movement on the device, or a 3D accelerometer to tie the way the device is shaken with the speed at which the music is played. Bluetooth radios may be used to implement a personal area network, which can accommodate wireless headphones, microphones and other UI components.
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